
 

Geometry plays an important role in how
cells behave, researchers report

October 25 2017, by Ali Sundermier And Evan Lerner
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Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers at the University of Pennsylvania have revealed
surprising insights into how the physics of molecules within a cell affect
how the cell behaves.

"Cells have a skeleton just like we have a skeleton," said Nathan Bade, a
graduate student in the Department of Chemical and Biomolecular
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Engineering in the School of Engineering and Applied Science, "and,
just like our skeleton, it's stiff. We wanted to understand how that stiff
skeleton would respond to geometry."

The researchers focused on vascular smooth muscle cells, which are the
types of cells that make up a large portion of large blood vessels in
mammals. According to Bade, scientists might expect the cell to try to
avoid bending. However, the researchers found that on a cylindrical
surface the cells actually form very bent skeletons. They also found that,
by manipulating the skeleton of the cells, they could recapitulate the
alignment pattern of the skeleton that they saw in vivo.

"The most exciting thing we found is that geometry really matters when
it comes to cell behaviors," Bade said. "I think it's something that has
been somewhat overlooked compared to stiffness and other important
environmental factors."

The research was led by Bade, working under the guidance of Kathleen
Stebe, the Richer & Elizabeth Goodwin Professor in the Department of
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering and deputy dean for research
and innovation; Randall Kamien, the Vicki and William Abrams
Professor in the Natural Sciences in the Department of Physics and
Astronomy in the School of Arts and Sciences; and Richard K. Assoian,
professor of pharmacology in Penn's Perelman School of Medicine.
Their paper was published in Science Advances.

"We already know that mammalian cells interact with boundaries," Stebe
said. "For example, if cells are grown on surfaces of different stiffness,
they organize differently. That made us become interested in this
question of geometry: Can a cell see the shape of its boundary? And we
focused our initial work on cylindrical-like structures because they're so
common in biology."
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To investigate this, Bade coated cylinders with molecules that make
them adhere to cells and then watched and gathered information about
how the cells behaved when they grew on a curved boundary. The
researchers used a powerful confocal microscope that provided them
with three-dimensional information about the systems.
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The researchers were able to treat the stress fibers, the active
cytoskeleton within the cells, so that they would fluoresce. Using a laser
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to collect light from very small sections of a sample, the confocal
microscope eliminated all the out-of-focus light. This produced a high-
resolution image from a narrow plane which allowed the researchers to
see that the population of stress fibers sitting on top of the cell was
aligned differently from another population beneath.

They found that the size of the cylinder affected the cell's response: The
larger the cylinder, which results in a more planar geometry, the less the
stress fibers align. Since smaller cylinders have larger curvature, the
stress fibers aligned more strongly around them.

"One population of stress fibers aligns along the axis, and the other one
wraps around the cylinder," Stebe said. "There's a very distinct pattern;
it's not subtle. So then we asked why this was happening."

Using a drug specifically designed to activate Rho within cells and make
the stress fibers thicker and potentially stiffer, the researchers set out to
see if this increase in stiffness would discourage the stress fibers from
wrapping around the cylinder. But, to their surprise, the researchers
found that this treatment completely eliminated the fibers aligned along
the axis and thickened the wrapped fibers.

"The reorganization is very striking," said Stebe. "We think of it as the
cells doing calculus; the cells sense and respond to the underlying
curvature. Apparently, curvature is a cue that is playing a very strong
role both in the organization of the cell itself and of the microstructure
within the cell. These stress-fiber populations can be manipulated using
drugs that change the stiffness, among other things. And, after these
manipulations, the stress fibers maintain very strong alignments. This is
not the usual argument for pattern formation in biology."

To follow up on these results, the team is conducting further
investigations into curvature cues and more complex geometries and
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boundaries.

"The results from this paper are really interesting," Bade said, "but it left
a ton of open questions for us. One of them is really understanding the
mechanistic details. What exactly is going on with the cell to cause one
population to be very bent and the other to be very straight is still a
mystery to us. Additionally, we're in the process now of making more
complex curved surfaces to see how the cells respond when faced with a
much more challenging curvature field."
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According to Bade, this research has produced a fundamental finding
that sheds light on how cells are interacting with their environment,
which is crucial in understanding what cells are doing within human
bodies.

"There has been pioneering work at the University of Pennsylvania on
understanding how cells sense stiffness," Bade said, "which is an
environmental stimulus that's not a soluble chemical signal. And that
turns out to be very important in cancer and all sorts of disease states. I
think understanding how cells sense and respond to geometry is also
important."

The researchers have also shown that, at the most basic level, they can
pattern the internal structure of the cell. The patterns in those structures
have important implications in downstream cell behaviors like migration
and proliferation. The ability of these cells to divide and migrate quickly
may be influenced by geometry and curvature.

"From the ability to organize comes the ability to interrogate," Assoian
said. "This might be a nice tool that allows us to organize the cell and its
substructure for other interrogation. It's also an interesting question of, if
you're building up structures from cells, does this organization of the cell
and its sub-structures give some new response in otherwise identical
cells? It would be very interesting to team with people who are thinking
about how to exploit cells in wound healing, or cell-boundary
interactions for implants.

"In addition to the new insight into the fundamental principles that cells
use to interpret surface geometries, this research could be far reaching in
understanding how smooth muscle cells and their cytoskeletons
contribute to blood-vessel formation during development and perhaps
even how they remodel their vessels in vascular disease. And because we
find this response to geometry is not limited to smooth muscle cells,
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geometry-sensing could become a new frontier in a wide range of
biologies."

Stebe said, "That's the fun of science and engineering: a small new tool
can touch everything else. And this finding is a dramatic reorganization.
So what else does it touch?"

  More information: Nathan D. Bade et al. Curvature and Rho
activation differentially control the alignment of cells and stress fibers, 
Science Advances (2017). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.1700150
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